Kevin Daum: Testimonials
“Kevin was an outstanding resource at the recent YPO Raising Capital conference that I chaired. Any
of your clients looking for business keynotes, particularly related to sales and marketing, would be very
interested in Kevin.”
-Todd Klein, Managing Partner, Legend Ventures, LLC
“WOW! What a fun and compelling presentation! Such a powerful, concise and practical message.”
- Verne Harnish, Chair, Fortune Magazine Summits
“Kevin Daum’s energy and enthusiasm matches up perfectly with his ability to deliver a timely and relevant
message for anyone who wants to refine and grow their business.”
-Matthew Toledo, Publisher and CEO, Los Angeles Business Journal
“Kevin is the ideal blend of entrepreneur and executive manager and is able to effectively share meaningful
ideas with those around him.”
-Timothy R. Chrisman, Chairman, Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco
“Kevin speaks from the heart, and gets right to the heart of the matter. An hour with Kevin is truly engaging.”
-Troy Hazard (CSP), Global President 06/07, The Entrepreneurs’ Organization: EO
“Kevin’s knowledge is second to none. He is someone who I trust at my shows to deliver compelling
information in an entertaining manner every time!”
-Bradford Rand, CEO, Go Green Expo, TECHEXPO,Fashion Career Expo, RAND Luxury
“Kevin’s video seminar brings tremendous fun and value. Kevin made the day easy to set up and deliver to
my clients. They were very happy, which reflected well on me and made me feel good about having another
of these sessions in the near future.”
- Cheryl Beth Kuchler, CEO, CEO Think Tank, Philadelphia
“Kevin spoke to our audience of 350 CEO’s... he managed to surprise and delight the crowd...It was a very
memorable address, and one that was extremely relevant to everyone in the room.”
-Bernice Burns, Vice President of Advertising, Los Angeles Business Journal
“Kevin’s presentations are the highlights of our company meetings. Not only does he provide thoughtful and
practical insights but he delivers them with laughter, intrigue and a healthy dose of FUN!”
-Brett Dillenberg, CEO , Platinum Capital Group
“I’ve watched as Kevin Daum has delivered the Awesome Experience...his subject is one that keeps me on
my toes as I listen... he’s actually done the work; he’s speaking from experience.”
- Dennis Erokan, CEO, Placemaking Group
“Kevin Daum’s ROARing Video Workshop was incredible. What an amazing day! Our members never laughed
so hard and learned so much all at the same time!”
- Michael Pool, President , Entrepreneur’s Organization, South Florida Chapter

